Pasadena Independent School District/Rick Schneider Middle School
2022-2023 Student Dress Code – One Page Version
This document highlights basic student dress code information. Parents should refer to the official dress code policy in the Student Code of
Conduct for more information.

YES

SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SWEAT SHIRTS, HOODIES,
or LIGHT JACKETS: any color, tucked in at all
times, polo or tees, prints, pictures, stripes, and
plaids are allowed, appropriately sized with
sleeves, school shirts or spirit shirts appropriate
every day, buttoned within 1 button of the top,
“cold shoulder tops” are permissible if all these
criteria apply
PANTS or JEANS: appropriately sized, fitted,
and worn at the waist, not baggy or excessively
tight, solid color only, capri pants that meet the
above criteria
*SHORTS: appropriately sized, fitted, and worn
at the waist, not baggy or excessively tight,
denim or solid color only ok, only at kneecap or
at most, 2 inches above the knee
PE – participate in clothes they wear to school
SHOES: must have backs, if shoes have laces or
Velcro, tied or fastened at all times
HEAVY COATS or JACKETS: removed and
stored in HR teacher’s classroom until dismissal
BELTS: required for clothes with belt loops,
securely fastened at all times
HAIR: neat, clean, well groomed, only “natural”
colors such as blonde, black, brunette, or red
FACIAL HAIR: must be clean-shaven
ACCEPTABLE ITEMS: lip gloss, nail polish,
foundation & undergarments
PURSES: must be 8” x 10” or smaller in size
(sheet of notebook paper)

**BACKPACKS: must be clean,
transparent or mesh for safety purposes

NO

MASKS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SWEAT SHIRTS,
HOODIES, or LIGHT JACKETS: no references of
sex, death, drugs, alcohol, gangs, violence, or
weapons, undergarments may not be visible (this
applies to ALL garments), no halter tops or
plunging necklines, no midriffs exposed even
when stretching or bending
PANTS or JEANS: no hammer loops, no cargo
style, pockets at waist line only, no prints,
patterns, or camo color/style, no slits, bleaching
or fading, no holes or tears, undergarments may
not be visible
*SHORTS: NO ATHLETIC SHORTS; no hammer
loops, no cargo style, pockets at waist line only,
no prints, patterns, or camo color/style, no slits,
bleaching or fading, no holes or tears,
undergarments may not be visible
SHOES: no high heels, no sandals without
backs, no athletic or slide shoes, no skate shoes
HAIR: no shaved designs, no colors that cause a
distraction or distract from instruction
HEAD COVERINGS: no hats, caps, sweatbands,
bandannas, hair rollers, or combs
OTHER PROHIBITED ITEMS: no make-up or
artificial nails allowed, cover tattoos at all times,
EARRINGS/BODY PIERCINGS: Males and
females may wear earrings. Males & females
may not wear any other type of piercings.
PURSES: must not be worn as a backpack;
satchels and briefcases are prohibited

